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Virtual directory is utilised by most organizations right now as it can give great value to clients
whether or not they employ a single or numerous LDAP directories. The precise rewards of
employing virtual directories are the same because the advantages of making use of database view
and using reverse proxy.

In database view, it supplies the capability of filtering out information you don't wish to publish for
the consumer of the information hence preventing data loss and leakage. Moreover, it provides the
potential of performing translations of information in true time like modifying the names of fields to
confuse them or make it easier for consumption. It also delivers the capability of escalating security
layer in to the back-end repositories and may either be updatable or read-only. It also enables you
to join like information from other directories inside a consolidated view.

In reverse proxy server, it gives the potential of masking the names of the server and also offers the
capacity of joining many back-end net servers, hosting them under a merged namespace. In
addition, it might give the capacity of enhancing layer of security to back-end servers and lastly, has
the capacity of extra info caching for gains of performance on high targeted traffic websites.

All of these advantages can really be supplies by using a virtual directory server. The advantages of
employing it have absolutely nothing to do using the number of LDAPs that you simply have. It
might give potential of filtering information that you don't wish to be noticed in the LDAP searches as
it acts LDAP proxy. And can carry out translations of data instantaneously. It may offer you with the
potential of getting an added security layer in to the backend LDAP information and offers reporting
and auditing also moreover. It could also give you the capability of joining the LDAP backend and
can mask it delivering automated failover.

A virtual directory has the potential of merging back-end information in a merged namespace and
may cache certain data in growing general efficiency. All these benefits of making use of a virtual
directory are identical to that of using database view and reverse proxy.
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